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Lincoln University of Missouri stands as a tri
bute and a memorial to those enlisted men and of
ficers of the 62nd and 65th Missouri Colored Volun
teers who dreamed of providing educational facilities
in their home state for posterity. It was their small
but significant contributions of money which en
abled the dreams of Richard Baxter Foster and
Aron M. Adamson to bear fruit. That the institu
tion they founded is now observing its one hundredth
anniversary is a tribute to the founders as well as to
those hundreds of teachers and workers who have
given so much of their time and energy that educa
tion and training for the youth who enrolled could
realize their full potentials.
Dr. W. Sherman Savage, who served as a pro
fessor of history from 1921 until his retirement in
1961, captured much of the essence of human en
deavor and struggle which went into the develop
ment and growth of Lincoln Institute and later Lin
coln University. In The History of Lincoln Univer
sity (Jefferson City, Mo.: Lincoln University, 1938)
the almost three-quarters of a century of the uni
versity's history was recorded for all to see and
know. With his blessings many of the quotations
included in this condensed version of that history are
included. It is also because of the author's reliance
upon that publication that Dr. Savage's name is in
cluded as co-author.
This story omits many of the important details
of Lincoln University's growth and development,
but is an attempt to cover the highlights. It is
hoped that in the near future the work begun by
Dr. Savage will be brought up to date so that the
complete record of the first 100 years of this unique
institution will be available.
The author is himself a product of the superb
teaching of Dr. Savage, and it was out of this rela
tionship between teacher and student that a study
of the institution's history was inspired. It is quite
natural, then, that this volume should be dedicated
to Dr. W. Sherman Savage.
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small group of soldiers sat in semi-circular
fashion on camp stools and on the ground,
watching the Lieutenant standing in their
midst. Their black faces showed keen inter
est as they laboriously wrote with crude pencils on
their slates. Their writing was crude, too, for these
were men who had been denied the privilege of
learning to read and write when they were children.
Some of them had grown up as slaves on the large
plantations of Missouri; some held the same status
in the cities of the state. As the Lieutenant passed
from one to another of his students, he would nod
approvingly, or stop for a moment to offer a sug
gestion.

.A

The above is an imaginary situation based on
fact. The men were recruited throughout Missouri
in 1863 to serve with the Union forces. These were
the men and officers of the 62nd Missouri Colored
Volunteers. They served as "camp laborers" at
Baton Rouge, Port Hudson, Moganza, Brazas and
Santiago. Over 400 of their members lay dead be
neath the southern soil. With the war over, these
men were preparing for life; many could now sign
their names on the camp payroll and could read the
instructions posted on the bulletin boards. Since
their enlistments at Benton Barracks in December,
1863, their lives had taken on new meanings.
Two officers especially interested in them were
Lieutenants Aron M. Adamson and Richard Bax
ter Foster. Adamson was a native of Nebraska
while Foster was from Connecticut, but both had
entered the service through the First Nebraska
Regiment. Both had requested an assignment with
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Negro troops. As the two stood talking one evening
in December, 1865, while awaiting orders to be mus
tered out of the service, at Camp McIntosh, Texas,
Adamson asked Foster, "If our regiment will give
money to start a school in Missouri, will you take
charge of it '?" The answer did not come immediately.
While Foster was "thinking over" the idea, Adamson
started a campaign to raise money. The proposal
caught on quickly and in a short while, most of the
men and many of the officers had contributed
about $4,000. Many of the enlisted men who drew
$13 a month gave as much as $100, while several
officers contributed as much as $200. As the idea
spread, some of the members of a neighboring unit,
the 65th, took up a similar collection and raised an
additional $1,379.00.
With approximately $6,000 in contributions,
Foster and Adamson, discharges in hand, went to
St. Louis, and there set out to form a committee
which would have as its responsibility raising addi
tional funds. They hoped to interest some philan
thropk organization but were unsuccessful. They
had in their hands a resolution adopted on Janu
ary 14, 1866, which laid down the basic foundation
for the proposed school:
"Whereas, the freedom of the black race has been
achieved by war, and its education is the next necessity
thereof, resolved, that we, the officers and the enlisted
men of the 62ncl United States Colored Infantry (organ
ized as the First Missouri Volunteers. A. D.) agree to
give the sums annexed to our names to aid in founding
an educational institution, on the fol1owing- conditions:
First, the Institute shall be designed for the special
benefit of the freed blacks.
Second, it shall be located in the state of Missouri.
Third, its fundamental idea shall be to combine study
with labor, so that the old habits of those who have al
ways labored, but never studied, shall not be thereby
changed and that the emancipated slaves, who have nei
ther capital to spend nor time to lose, may obtain an
education. "

Foster and Adamson gathered a committee of
St. Louisians who had expressed an interest in the
problems of the newly-freed Negroes, including Drs.
Post and Eliot, and Messrs. Fishback, J. W. Mc
Intyre, and James E. Yeatman. On February 20,
the committee was supplanted by a Board of Trus
tees, composed of Yeatman, McIntyre, Foster, Henry
Brown, Harrison Dubois, W. R. Parsons, Dr. C. Allen,
and Adamson. On June 25, 1866, incorporation
papers were taken out in the Circuit Court of Cole
County, as follows:
State of Missouri, County of Cole, in vacation, Cir
cuit County Court, Cole County.
Whereas, William Bishop, R. A. Foster, J. Addison
Whitakel', Emory S. Foster, R. B. Foster, Thomas C.
Fletcher, R. F. Wingate, Henry Brown, Arnold Krekel
and James E. Yeatman ha.ve filed in the office of the
Clerk of the Circuit Court, the Articles of Association in
compliance with the provisions of an act concerning cor
porations under the name and style aforesaid, with all
the powers, privileges and immunities granted in act
above named.
By order of the judges in vacation.
In testimony Whereof, I, William H. Lusk. Clerk of said
Court, have here unto set my hand and seal of said
Court, done at office in the City of Jefferson, this 25th
q~_of June A. D., 1866.
(SIgned) William H. Lusk.

Private Logan A. Bennett was one of the last surviv
ors of the 62nd U. S. Colored Infantry which contributed
money for Lincoln's founding. A life-long resident of
Jefferson City, Mr. Bennett remained an ardent supporter
throughout his life. Bennett Hall was named for Mr.
Bennett.

ITH instructions from the Board of Trus
tees to begin school in September, Foster
set about to find a suitable location. He was
refused permission to use the basement of
the Negro Methodist Church because the teachers
would be white. Then he was refused the use of
the white Methodist Church basement because the
pupils would be Negroes. Foster then applied to the
township directors for permission to use an old
dilapidated structure with two rooms, twenty-two
feet square, located near the Missouri River. It was
in this dilapidated structure that Foster opened
school on September 14, 1866, with two pupils,
Henry Brown and Cornelius Chappelle. The building
was filled and crowded within a few days, and the
services of Mr. Festus Reed were secured to share
the burden of teaching the pupils.
Lincoln Institute opened with two departments,
preparatory and normal. During the first year of
existence, there were such courses as Orthography,
Reading, Phonetics, Mental Arithmetic, Written
Arithmetic, Economic Geography, Map Drawing,
Penmanship, Vocal Culture, Elocution, Composition,
Vocal Music, Synthetic Drawing, Calisthenics, Con
structive Language, United States History, and Phy
sical Geography. In the fourth year history was to
be replaced by Political Economy. The library grew
during the first three years to about eiglit hundred
volumes, composed primarily of textbooks donated
3

Richard Baxter Foster, the Connecticut-born Civil War lieutenant who, because of his interest in furthering the education
of Negro soldiers in the Sixty-Second and Sixty-Fifth U. S. Missouri Colored Volunteers, organized the first board in St. Louis
on January 14, 1866, and opened the doors of Lincoln Institute in September of that year.

by interested persons. "All students had access to
these books under suitable regulations, one of which
was that the student could take the books out of the
library between one-thirty and two o'clock on Sat
urday."
The first years of Lincoln Institute were trying
ones, termed by the official historian, W. Sherman
Savage, as "the period of struggle." Money trickled
into the school coffers, but not in sufficient amounts
to relieve officials of the need to seek additional
funds. Upon the recommendation of Governor Chaf
lin of Massachusetts, Charles A. Beal was employed
as publicity agent. His job was to find ways and
means of securing financial support, out of which
was to come his salary. He was able to secure about
$6,000 in contributions during his first year, which
was used to clear the indebtedness and to begin
furnishing the first structure.
In 1868, the Institute again faced a shortage of
funds. Foster appeared before the Jefferson City
Board of Education requesting that he be allowed
to instruct Negro children of the community as pro
vided by law, and that non-residents be 'charged
$1.00 per month. He was also commissioned to take
a census of Negro children during the summer
holidays.

During that year, W. H. Payne came to teach
at Lincoln Institute, for a salary of $400 a year being
paid by the American Missionary Association. Being
the first Negro teacher, he was assigned to hold
classes in a building used by the Colored Baptists,
an old frame building formerly' used as a livery
stable. In the report of the State Superintendent of
Schools for that year, it was noted that "the school
... showed energy and ability on the part of the
instructors. He recommended that, if it were pos
sible, the state should give assistance to the school
and make it a place for training colored teachers ex
clusively." His request for legislative assistance was
repeated in 1870, backed by a petition from leading
Negro citizens of the state. The petition grew out
of a meeting in Jefferson City, and asked the Gen
eral Assembly to grant to Lincoln Institute a part
of the federal land made available under the Morrill
Act of 1862. This Act had set aside 30,000 acres
for every senator and representative for educational
purposes. The petition also asked that Lincoln be
made a state normal school and receive state funds.
Representative J. B. Harper, of Putnam County, of
fered a resolution to the Board of Trustees of Lin
coln Institute requesting its consent to convert the
school into one for the training of Negro teachers
for public schools. The resolution also proposed that
the Board certify under oath that it held in trust for
such purpose sufficient buildings and grounds valued
at not less than twelve thousand dollars. When
these conditions were met the state would lend its
aid. This resolution was approved by both houses
and sig-ned by the gove1'llOl'. The resolution provided
further that when this condition was met, a Board
of Regents would be created to control the Institute
and not less than $5,000 per year would be appro
priated in semi-annual installments.
Several organizations contributed funds to Lin
coln at this time, including The Western Sanitary
Commission, $2,000; The Refugee Freedmen's and
Abandoned Land Fund, $6,000; and The Freedmen's
Bureau, $2,000. Other groups and individuals g-ave
smaller amounts. Jesse James, the notorious out
law, gave money on two occasions.

Y 1871, the Institute was able to erect its
first building. It was a sixty-by-seventy
foot structure, three stories high, with a
basement and furnace. It was supplied with
flues in order to allow substitution of stove heat
should the furnace become defective.

W. H. Payne (Principal, 1870-71) had to provide for
his own salary which was furnished by the Americall Mis
sionary Association. Since there was no building-, classes
were held at Second Baptist Church, Monroe and Miller
Stl·eets. which had been reconverted from a livery stable.
Under Payne, the school began to receive assistance from
the state for the training- of Negro teachers.

With the arrival of Payne, and the employment
of Foster by the Jefferson City Board of Education,
Payne became principal in 1868. Foster remained
interested and was still available for assistance as
needed. In 1870, Foster returned as principal of the
institute, and Payne was employed by the Jefferson
City Board of Education. In 1871, a dispute devel
oped and Foster was not reemployed. The choice of
the Board for a successor fell upon the Rev. Henry
Smith, a New Yorker, who had graduated from
Oberlin College in 1850, and then from a seminary
in 1853. He had taught for two years at Farmers
College, near Cleveland, Ohio. Teaching with him
5

during his first year were W. H. Miller, and Miss
Matilda Blackman. The latter served part of the
time without pay and part with pay from the Amer
ican l\Iissionary Association. During that year the
emollment reached 216, but fell to 183 in 1872.
In 1871, the founders, men of the 62nd and 65th
Missouri Colored Volunteers, held a reunion on the
campus. During their deliberations, they passed
resolutions fully approving the work of the Institute,
and recommended it as deserving of the support of
egroes throughout the state.

1875, sentiment turned against Principal
Hemy Smith, and Samuel T. Mitchell was
elected in his place. This Ohio-native was
a graduate of Wilberforce University in
1873, and had headed a school in Toledo for two
years. J. C. Corbin was elected as his assistant.

Other faculty appointments included Miss Alice M.
Gordon, Miss Sarah A. Barnes, Miss Lucile Eassen,
and Miss Mathilda Blackman. Lewis McAdams was
appointed boarding house master, and Mrs.' M. J.
Mitchell was named matron.
The need for funds again faced the trustees.
Near the end of the school year a veteran member
of the Board, Judge Arnold Krekel, was sent on a
tour of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York, and Pennsylvania in an effort to solicit
funds. He was successful to a degree. From the
Chal"les Avery Fund, $1,000 was received. Miss
Caroline Richmond of Providence, Rhode Island, gave
$500 to be used in reducing a $10,000 indebtedness.
Others gave smaller amounts and many pledges
were received.
Graduates from the full course in the class of
1877 were Harriette M. CelTe of St. Louis; Frances
M. Oliver, Sedalia; and Clay Vaughn of Paris.
Graduates from the half course were: Ida Drake of
Jefferson City, Louisa A. Keene of St. Charles,
George Green of Lexington, Edward C. Keene of
St. Charles. and Nelson T. Mitchell of Alton. TIlinois.

The first structure to occupy a place on "The Hill" was this combination building, completed in 1871. It was described as a
"sixty-by-seventy-foot structure, three stories, with a basement and furnace. Money for its erection came from "the soldiers,"
money collected by agents Beal and Lane, $8,000 from the Freedmen's Bureau, and $2,000 from the Western Sanitary Commis
sion. The total included smaller gifts from churches and individuals,
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Stability and Growth - 1880-1898
Virginia-born Inman E. Page came to Lincoln
Institute in 1878, first as the assistant to Principal
Henry M. Smith, and then to Principal A. C. Clayton.
The son of a livery stable operator who had been
able to purchase his own and his family's freedom,
Page epitomized the gr?wing desire for learning
and knowledge of a rising class of peopl~. Studying
first at Howard University, he transferred to Brown
University where he was graduated in 1877. His
classmates elected him class orator. The following
year he taught at Natchez Seminary in Mississippi.
Two years at Lincoln Institute was enough to
impress the Board with his abilities. He was elected
as the head of the Institute in 1880, and was given
the title of president. One of his first stated goals
was to seek qualified Negro teachers to take the
place of white teachers. His faculty for the first
year included a fellow student from Brown Univer
sity, Gabriel Nelson Grisham, from Tennessee; Mrs.
Zelia Ball Page, the president's wife, Miss Mary
Graham, and Miss Julia A. Woodson.
Page's first ambitious attempt at building the
public image of the Institute paid off with a $5,000
grant from the Legislature for a new dormitory,
and $1,000 for "apparatus." With this the first sec
tion of Barnes-Krekel Hall was constructed at a
cost of $4,441. The building had two stories and
consisted of 12 rooms and an unfinished basement.
It was occupied in 1882. Enrollment during that
first year was 153, but dropped to 148 the following
year. The third year it went to 165 and then to 187
the fourth year. The state press had become inter
ested in Page and many publicized the work which
was being done. He made such convincing arguments
on the importance of recruiting that an extra $100
was made available to encourage teachei's to spend
their vacations recruiting students. His election as
state president of the Negro Teachers Association
also helped in his public relations program. This is
not to say that he did not encounter opposition. The
Jefferson City Tribune of August 11, 1886, men
tioned those "malicious persons" who stirred up
opposition against Page.
In 1884, $7,000 was granted by the Legislature
for the construction of a dormitory for boys. The
school's operating budget was set at $18,000, with
additional money to finance the newly-authorized
expansion program.
On August 21, 1889, the Board acted to remove
Page as president. This aroused so much contro
versy that the Board reassembled a week later to
rescind its action. G. N. Grisham was elected presi
dent, but in the face of opposition to Page's dismis
sal, he withdrew his acceptance. Members of the
Board at that time were J. W. Henry, President; O.
G. Butch, Secretary; Judge W. S. Davidson of Jeffer
son City; Captain F. 1. Gaddin of Warren County;
Alexander Chinn of Howard County, and State Su
perintendent of Schools, W. E. Coleman, an ex
officio member.
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T was also in the year of 1889 that the first
out-of-state fee was required of students.
This fee of $10 per year was assessed to be
paid upon enrollment from Oklahoma Terri
tory and from such states as Kansas, Texas, and
Arkansas.
Lincoln Becomes a Land-Grant Institution
In 1891, $10,000 was appropriated for the erec
tion of a suitable industrial arts building, Chinn Hall,
and an additional $9,000 for the purchase of tools,
machinery and "apparatus" was made available. For
the first time money was allocated from the state's
share of the Morrill Land-Grant fund. It was also
that year that $1,000 was appropriated for a Presi
dent's residence on the campus.
In connection with the commencement program
of 1893, a meeting of alumni was called along with
an invitation to many outstanding citizens, to con
vene and consider ways of erecting a memorial to the
soldiers of the 62nd and the 65th Missouri Colored
Volunteers. A two-story structure with a gymnas
ium on the first floor and a library on the second
was proposed, but the group faced difficulty in get
ting the money. It was not until 1894, when money
was appropriated to be used with a $10,000 insur
ance coverage to erect a new building, later known
as Memorial Hall. This building was turned over to
the school on September 4, 1895.

The Grand Old Man Resigns
HE twenty years of Page's work at Lincoln
Institute, 18 of which were spent as presi
dent, ended in 1898, when he submitted his
resignation to become head of the new Lang
ston University of Oklahoma Territory. Under his
supervision, college work had been added in 1887. He
had faced opposition both from the community and
from politicians in the state, particularly in 1892,
when he was accused of causing a break in the ranks
of local Negro Methodists, but which was categoric
ally denied in a petition on his behalf by leaders of
the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church. His
stature was still high, however, for no one could
overlook the revitalized program which he had
brought to the campus.
Confusion Among the Leaders
John H. Jackson, a teacher at Kentucky State
Normal School, was elected to take Page's place in
1898. To serve with him were Benjamin F. Allen,
vice-president; John W. Damel, J. H. Garrett, J. E.
Givens, and .lVIiss V. L. Johnson. Matrons were Miss
M. E. Anthony and Mrs. Sallie Dupee. The Board
was reorganized with Jesse W. Henry as president;
O. G. Burch as secretary; A. Brandenberger as treas
urer; and Messrs. Gordon and Kirk as members of
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The campus as it appeared about 1900 was captured in this pen sketch from an old catalog. The President's home appears
on the left. with Barnes-Krekel Hall sitting in the background, followed by Memorial Hall (note the tower with the belll, the
chimney to the heating plant, and Chinn Hall (industrial arts).

the executive committee. Others on the Board were
Messrs. Henry and Heinrichs.
During Jackson's short period as president
there was established a series of lectures which
brought many outstanding Negroes of the country
to the campus. The Trans-Mississippi Exhibition
featured an exhibit from the Institute, under the
supervision of John W. Darnel, which included work
ing models of two steam engines, a dynamo, a motor,
a case of tools, some specimens from the blacksmith,
woodworking and other shops, mechanical drawings,
and some fancy needlework from the young ladies.
From the academic department there were copies
of the memorial edition of Lincoln Institute's records.
Jackson could report an enrollment of 278 in
1900, though lower grades had been dropped from
the curriculum. He singled out, in his report, con
tributions to the library by W. T. Carrington, Super
intendent of Schools, Colonel W. W. Morgan, of Kan
sas City, and Mrs. H. A. Casso The standards were
improved and assignments increased, causing a drop
in enrollment to 236 during his second year. This son
of former slaves, and the first Negro to graduate
from Berea, brought with him a cultured background

and a high standard of excellence. His request for
a new boys' dormitory resulted in the building of
Yates Hall which was later replaced by Inman E.
Page Library.
President ,Jackson was not reelected in 1901,
but was replaced by John W. Darnel as acting presi
dent, at a salary of $110.00 per month. His report
to the Superintendent of Public Instruction empha
sized the need of a library, as Jackson's report had
done, and also added a plea for funds for laboratory
equipment. It was pointed out that students had to
make their own laboratory equipment, and had no
chairs on which to sit.
In January, 1902, Edward E. Clarke was lured
from Wilberforce to become president. A grandson
of Bishop Payne, the founder of Wilberforce, Clarke
endeared himself to the student body and to the
local citizens, but the Board refused to rehire him
in the spring. His dismissal was protested by a
mass meeting of students, and came in the face of
a commendation of his work by alumni.

9

The Start of a New Era
ENJAMIN F. ALLEN assumed the presi
dency in 1902. Disappointed by his failure
at election to the position in 1901, this At
lanta University graduate and Georgia na
tive had left to teach at Georgia State College. At
the end of his first year as president, Allen was able
to report to the Board an enrollment of 240. His
first material success was a central heating plant.
He emphasized the cultural development of students
more so than his predecessors. There were literary
societies organized in each of the departments of the
school, along with the Union Literary and Debating
Society. The latter was composed of young men in
the college and normal departments. The Olive
Branch was composed of women students. The Long
fellow and Shakespeare Clubs offered additional op
portunities for self-expression and the development
of confidence.

B

Under President Allen all students were re
quired to enroll in industrial arts courses, with spe
cial and additional courses for those desiring a trade.
Summer schools, begun under Clarke, were contin
ued. Sixty-six students (17 women and 49 men)
enrolled during the second year of the summer
school, an increase from 29 enrolled during the first
year.
At the World's Fair in 1904, held in St. Louis,
there was a Lincoln Institute Day, at which Presi
dent Allen spoke. lIe was followed by a pl:ominent
graduate of the Institute, Attorney Walter Farmer
of St. Louis ('84); Christopher C. Hubbard ('96),
a Paris principal (later of Sedalia), W. H. Harrison
('00), a principal from Chickasha, Indian Territory.
About 300 graduates and former students. were in
attendance, along with many persons interested in
Lincoln Institute.
The second portion of Barnes-Krekel Hall was
authorized early in Mr. Allen's tenure, and $25,000
was set aside for its construction.
.

Many pictures of the earlier years at Lincoln have been lost, but one of the members of the class of 1901 furnished this
one of his graduating class. Not all members could be identified, but those marked with numbers are: (1) Octavia Roberts
Rainey, (2) Mamie Madison, (3) ViI'lea Watts, (4) Lula Walker, (5) Mary Woods, (6) Frank Bass, (7) Arthur J. Henderson,
(8) T. J. Nevins. (9) A. B. Bouldin, and (10) George Gregory. Most of these persons returned to the campus in 1951 to receive
recognition for 50 years' service to their country.

.0

John H. Jackson, formerly of the State Normal School
of Frankfort, Kentucky, was elected to the presidency to suc
ceed Inman E. Page in 1898. Benjamin F. Allen was elected
at the same time as the vice-president. Lower grades were
discontinued under his administration, paving- the way to
higher education. A graduate of Berea College, Jackson
demonstrated a liberality in his thinking reflected from his
background.

Benjamin F. Allen, president from 1902 to t918. contin
ued the program of upgrading teachers by increasing the
numbel' of course offerings at Lincoln, establishing the sum
mer s(lssions on a permanent footing, and established com
mon uniforms for all students as a means of minimizing the
costs of education for the youths enroJled. His objective was
to make Lincoln Institute second to nonl; in the Unitf'd States.

It was under the presidency of Clement Richardson (1918
1922) that the name of Lincoln Institute was changed to
Lincoln University. There was great expansion during his
tenure and the curriculum was strengthened with an eye to
full accreditation.

Dr. Nathan B. Young was elected president in 1923, fol
lowing a second period by Dr. Inman E. Page. He found the
former Institute striving to live up to its new designation as
a University, and pointed the way toward achieving this goal.
It was under his leadership that the policy of giving the
names of outstanding persons to buildings was adopted by
the Board.
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Ethics, Culture and Brains
President Allen made a special effort to expose
students to outstanding persons, both Negro arid
white. Members of the Legislature and their wives
were otten guests on the campus. In his report of
1910, Mr. Allen reported that "the president and
faculty were doing all in their power to teach the
Negro the proper modes of living in the home. The
faculty ... was making a special effort to inculcate
in the students such virtues as diligence, family af
fection and forthfulness." President Allen held the
belief that "ethics existed for practice, culture for
use, and brains for industry." To help in the build
ing of school spirit. he composed the words of

the spring, when a plain sailor hat might take its
place. Association of young men with young women
without permission wa~L prohibited during those
days. Notes between young men and young women
were forbidden. Intoxicating drinks in any form,
profanity, gambling and playing cards were grounds
for dismissal from school. Special permission had to
be sought from the President's office to go to town.
A curriculum for teachers had begun to develop
and was revealed in such titles as Elementary Psy
chology, Management, General Methods, Educational
Psychology, Principles of Teaching, Methods and
Observation, History of Education, and Practice
Teaching, taught in 1913. Still, of the 435 students
enrolled in 1914, there were none in the college or
college preparatory department, but a large number
in the normal course.

When the Board voted on March 18, 1918, to
dismiss President Allen, an era of academic growth
and expansion came to an end. Mr. J. R. E. Lee, of
Kansas -City's Lincoln High School, was invited to
become president, but declined. The Board then
elected Clement Richardson, of Tuskegee Institute,
to take his place.

Under President B. F. Allen uniforms were adopted
for all students. These young ladies, all of the class of 1906,
were evidently members of a club which existed in those days. They are:
(1) Ollie HaY11es Lindsay. (2) Hazel Whyte, (3) Cleota Holland, (4) Ledlie
Ford, (5) Edna Lee, and (6) Carine Henderson Montgomery. Many of the pictures
of the early part of the century were taken by John W. Darnel.

"Lincoln, 0 Lincoln," fitting them to the music of
a popular song of the day, "How Can I Leave Thee?"
In 1908, he was able to secure an appropriation to
wire all campus buildings for electricity, and to con
nect the campus with the State Penitentiary for this
service.

NIFORMS for students were adopted in 1915,
"to save the parents money." Women wore
shirtwaists and skirts in warm weather, hut
those with the means could substitute dark
silk. The mortar-hoard cap was required except in

U
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Under the influence of war hysteria, President
Richardson asked the board to establish military
training, since Lincoln Institute was a Land-Grant
College. He also sought the employment of a Negro
physician to look after the medical needs of stu
dents. Other persons employed at the time included
Irving C. Tull, Dean and Professor of mathematics;
Ethel Robinson, secretary; William Steward, science
and electricity; John W. Darnel, agriculture; W. S.
Jacobs, instructor in education; Victor H. Collins,
instructor in mathematics; T. P. Smith, business and
history instructor; Miss Beatrice Lee, music; J. E.
Rose, blacksmithing and machine shop; Miss Mamie
Smith, English and pedagogy; J. H. Bailey, carpen
try; H. ::). Crampton, sewing; Harley Hunter, agri
culture; William Herriford, military drill; Charles

The faculty of 1912 is not only important for showing the kind of dress then worn by both men and women, but also be
cause it showed the calibre of training necessary for a position on the faculty. Among the faculty members all regular teachers
held bachelor's degrees, though some exceptional students were used as assistants in some departments. It might also be noted
that one of the faculty members was Robert Nathaniel Dett who went on to win acclaim as a musician and composer. For many
years the Lincoln choral society was named for him, but this is another tradition which has gone by the way in recent years.
Members of the faculty in 1912 were: Gertrude Williams, Sec. and Librarian; Grant S. Murray, chemistry and astronomy; A. T.
Walker, Pedagogy; John W. Darnel, physics and zoology; John E. Anderson, mathematics; Victor Homer Collins, asst. in math
ematics; Albert Cress Maclin, Latin and Greek; Jessie F. Embry, English and German; William H. Harrison, asst. in English;
Ollie W. Ferguson, agriculture; Robert Nathaniel Dett, music; Albert Jasper Shootes, tailoring; Frederick R. Parker, shoemak
ing; James Welch Thorp, mechanical drawing; Wayman J. Long, machinery; Joseph S. Himes, blacksmithing; Ernest P. Powell,
carpentry; Annie M. Mollison, sewing and basketry; Myrtle B. Craig, cooking; Fannie E. Motin, elocution; Cornelia A. Rut
ledge, in charge of laundry; Florence M. Williams, supervisor of practice teaching; William V. Garrett, general asst.; C. R. Mc
Dowell, matron for boys; Lillian Johnson, matron for girls; Anderson M. Schweich, in charge of boarding dept.; Anna Adams
Henley, in charge of dining room; and Martin George Beck, in charge of the farm.

Brooks, model school supervisor; W. B. Kennedy,
tailoring; S. L. Burlong, shoemaking; V. E. Williams,
field agent; L. M. Lane, gymnastics; Mabel Hinkins,
matron; and Miss Irene Heron, nurse. Salaries
ranged from $183.33 per month for the president,
to $70.00 for the matron and nurse.
Even in 1919, most students were enrolled either
in industrial arts courses, or in the normal school.
Only one student was enrolled during that year in
the college department. A great demand existed for
skilled workers in the East. With normal school
training a student could get immediate work as a
teacher, thus discouraging the completion of a reg
ular college course.
PreSIdent l~ichal'dson was instrumental in cor
recting a long-standing evil-the farm was not oper
ated under the direction of the school. When this
was changed, the school was able not only to pro-

vide practice work for students, but to furnish food
for the tables as well.

The Super Salesman
He undertook the job of acquainting the public
with the work of the Institute, and literally traveled
the state himself, speaking about Lincoln Institute
to any group who would hear. He sent teachers and
students into various parts of the state to sing, to
speak and to entertain. Virgil E. Williams became
the booking agent for the school, sending out such
groups as the Lincoln Glee Club, violinists, pianists,
readers, and speakers. A football team was organ
ized, along with a basketball team. Coaches were
William B. Jason, James A. Jeffries, and W. Sher
man Savage. Some of the early athletes were Pearly,
Douglas, Raleigh Wilson, Gant, Robinson, John
Kelly, Buddy R. Rankin, Nathaniel Sweets, Guy and
Ben King.

Libraries were much more restrictive
in the 1890's than they are now, but these
students did not seem to mind posing
with pride in their small but valuable
library.

Chinn Hall, constructed in 1891-1892,
was designed as an industrial arts build
ing. A. W. Elsner was the architect and
the builder was Fred Binder, both of
Jefferson City. Cost of the building was
met from an appropriation of $10,000
and $9,000 for tools and machinery. It
was removed in 1931 to make way for
the College Hall-Schweich Hall complex.

Home Economics, though the profes
sion had not reached the point of sophis
tication of later years, was recognized
early as a necessary subject for young
ladies. These youn!!." ladies were in the
sewing department during the 1800's.
Similar offerings were in millinery and
cooking.
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When the Legislature met in 1921, there was
in that august body the first Negro. He was Rep
resentative Walthall M. Moore, representing the
Sixth District of St. Louis. Showing a natural con
cern for Lincoln Institute, he introduced a bill which
was designed to reorganiz~ the school so that it
could afford to the Negroes of the state such oppor
tunities for training as those afforded at the Uni
versity of Missouri for Whites. Perhaps looking to
a greater future, he included a provision to change
the name from Lincoln Institute to Lincoln Univer
sity. It also provided for a Board of Curators of nine
persons, including the State Superilltendent of Pub
lic Instruction as ex-officio member, and four Ne
groes. Finally, the bill provided for the appropria
tion of an extra $500,000 to enable the Board to
carry out the other provisions of the Act. Though
this act, excluding the extra money, was finally
passed, another bill was presented in a special ses
sion held that summer which reduced the regular
membership of the Board to six, with at least three
of those being Negroes. The appropriation for the
next biennium was the largest the school had ever
received-$329,000 for salaries, and other purposes,
and $60,000 for property improvement. Thus the
Board was able to meet the urgent request of Presi
dent Richardson to raise faculty salaries and to pur
chase the old W. H. Ruwart property for an athletic
field.

It was at this time that the well-known Kansas
City physician, Dr. J. Edward Perry, was appointed
to the Board of Curators. The confusion of the sum
mer and the delay in the appointment of the Board
and its organization had held up the pay of the
teachers all during the summer until after Septem
ber 1. But the new Board set to work immediately
to reorganize the program, and Dr. Perry insisted

Anderson M. Schweich Hall, completed in 1931, houses
Home Economics and, until recently, the cafeteria.
Schweich was a Columbia business man who once served
as a member of the staff of Lincoln University.

that a preparatory course in medicine should be one
of the additions. One of the objectives set forth by
this new Board was the development of a school of
music, and a well-staffed graduate school. Any such
ideas for expansion were held up, however, when the
Supreme Court ruled in favor of the Attorney Gen
eral that the Legislature had erred in its appropria
tion of $500,000 and that no such fund existed as
referred to in the bill. The Board, working with
President Richardson, was able to stop the extension
of Atchison Street through the school grounds in ex
change for the right to carry public utilities across
the campus.

Bames-Krekel Hall was the location of the dining room until Anderson M. Schweich Hall was constructed in 1930. After
its removal this area in the basement became a recreational hall.
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Memorial Hall was reconstructed after a disastrous fire of
1894, am! was so named as a memorial to the Civil War soldiers
who not only gave money for the founding of Lincoln Institute, but
also contributed to the original building which stood on this spot.

Regular convocations were held in Page Auditorium
when Memorial Ha1J was sti1l new. This picture dates
from the early administration of President B. F. Allen.
The words "Aurora non vesper" in translation meaning
"The sun never sets" reflected the interest in Latin of the
President.

When Mf~morial Hall was new most of the
classes and laboratories wcrc located there. This
chemistry laboratory was located on the west side
of the building on the first floor.
~-::
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The school orchestra posed in Page Auditor
ium about 1912 for this picture which appeared in
the 1913-1914 catalog.
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ardson had brought to the school, the Board, never
theless, saw fit to dismiss him in 1922. A delegation
of students, headed by Harley Davis, then a senior
in the high school, presented in person a petition,
arguing that President Richardson should be re
tained for the fine leadership he had shown.
The Grand Old Man Returns

The Board secretary was directed to contact
Dr. Inman E. Page, now retired as president of
Roger Williams College in Tennessee, to accept the
position of President, at the same salary as that
received by President Richardson-$4,OOO or $2,000
less than principals received in St. Louis. Dr. Page
accepted the appointment, but was faced with a
deficit in funds for salaries. The Board borrowed the
money to complete the year. There was a student
strike' also during the year 1922-1923, which fol
lowed an investigation into "certain wild parties"
being held off campus. Stated grievances included
a charge of poor food service in the dining room.
Dr. Page tendered his resignation the following Au
gust to return to Oklahoma City where he remained
connected with the public schools for a few more
years.

Richard B. Foster Hall was completed in 1923. For
several years it was the only dormitory for men on cam
pus, but was relieved with the construction of Benjamin
F. Allen Hall in 1!)36. Named [or the founder and first
principal of Lincoln Institute, it houses freshman students.

The Board appointed the President of Florida
A. & M. College, Nathan B. Young, as a successor to
President Page. A graduate of Oberlin in 1888, he
had received his A. M. degree there in 1892. He had
served as a principal in Birmingham, Alabama, for
foul' years, as head of the academic department at
Tuskegee Institute for six years, as professor of
English and pedagogy at Georgia State College, and
then as the president of Florida A. & M. College.

The living room of Foster Hall is shown as it ap
peared in the 1930's. The plaque on the wall indicates that
the room is dedicated "by the Modern Priscilla Art and
Charity Club in memory of Elbert Paul Darnel, member
of the class of 1!H2, who gave his life while in YMCA
war work, 1918." The plaque still hangs in Foster Hall.
A brother, Carroll C. Darnel, serves as Director of Admis
sions and Records, and his father, John W. Darnel. is
honored with a building.

Every Worker Has a Job to Do
Yates Hall was authorized to be built by the Legisla
ture in 1884, as a dormitol'y for young men. Before its
demolition to make way for Inman E. Page Library in
1948, it housed young ladies for a time, and then recon
verteo to one for men after Anthony Hall was built in
1940. Though records are not clear, it was possibly named
for W. W. Yates, a well-known Kansas City principal.

OUNG immediately delved into the work of
the Institute, expressing his philosophy to
the faculty as follows: "every position in
the university was important and that
everyone in any capacity who worked here was nec
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importance of health in the school's development".
He set out to acquaint the people of the state with
the work of the university, but at the same time,
gave much attention to the inner structure. He was
particularly concerned with the problem of accredi
tation. He was able to get the high school accredited
by the State Department of Education, and then by
the North Central Association. Then the latter
group approved the two-year teacher training pro
gram. A guiding hand in all of this was Professor
J. D. Elliff, of the University of Missouri, who later
served as President of the Board of Curators for
several years. Another person who worked closely
with the president in the accreditation was George
R. Crissman of Central Teachers' College at War
rensburg. President Young appointed Miss Alice E.
McGee as the first Dean of Women in 1924. His
administration was noted for its high objectives and
long-range planning, but the political system under
which Board members served at the pleasure of the
governor proved an insurmountable obstacle to com
pletion of his program, and his services were termi
nated by a vote of the Board in April, 1927. Clement
Richardson was invited to return, but decided to
remain in Kansas City at Western College. Dean
William Barrington Jason was appointed acting pres
ident for one year. At the same time the Board re
lieved Irving C. Tun as business manager, appointing
Duke Diggs, a local business man, in his place.

William Barrington Jason
The local press hailed the first year of Mr. Ja
son's tenure as president as an era of progress. The
following year, he was tendered the title of president
for efficient leadership. Meanwhile, the Board went
on record in a resolution to seek appropriations for
the erection of new buildings for a law school, a
gymnasium, and a science building. President Jason
was a graduate of Howard University, and held a
masters degree from the University of Pennsylvania.
His first position was as a coach and science teacher,
but later he was made Director of the Academic De
partment, and then Dean. Under his tenure as pres
ident, the Legislature appropriated $250,000 for an
educational building, completed in September, 1931.
It was named College Hall, and later renamed Young
Hall, in honor of former President N. B. Young.
Athletics have had an important place at Lincoln Uni
versity since the first football team was organized in the
administration of President Clement Richardson. Coaches
Charles Hoard and William Burghardt posed for this pic
ture at a 1944 football practice. Over their heads a view
of the upper campus as it appeared then with Young and
Memorial Halls on the left, then Schweich and Allen Halls.
Many of the trees have long; since disappeared to make
way for the temporary barraeks used at first for dormi
tories, but now housing the military s.cience department.

Recogl1lzmg some pOlltlcal dIssatisfactIOn with
his work, following the appointment of a new Board,
President Jason tendered his resignation in 1929.
paving the way for the election of a new president.
He was joined in this resignation by Duke Diggs, the
business manager. The Board immediately elected
N. B. Y<mng and 1. C-, Tull to take their places

essary to the development 01 the university. He felt
that the most important service was that being
rendered by the president and the registrar. He as
sured the faculty that he came here to serve and
that he hoped that the work would be carried on by
the teachers in such a way that it would be the best
in the history of the school. He also stressed the

During the interim, Mr. Young had served as
state school inspector and was appalled at the lack
of high school facilities for Negroes over the state.
He urged consideration of the high school at Lincoln
as a place to study, and secured approval for scholar
ships to aid those who would like to come. He started
efforts to secure funds for students, pointing out
that scholarships at Lincoln were virtually non
existent. He appointed a committee to study the
advisability of establishing fraternities and sorori
ties on the campus. composed_9J L. S. Curtis, Chair

W. W. Dowdy; E. P. Jones; and N. P. Barksdale.
This committee recommended the approval of fra
ternities and sororities to the faculty on February 5,
1930.

B

OARD member J. D. Elliff concerned him
self with attendance at education meetings
of the president and faculty members. He
directed attention toward the need for en
couragement of teachers to study for advanced de
grees, and, with President Young, was able to con
vince his colleagues of the need for sabbatical leaves.
Meanwhile, the General Education Board of
New Y.ork had made a grant of $50,000 for a Home
Economics Building. Ground was broken for it and
the new educational building at the same time, with
Governor Henry S. Caulfield as the principal speaker.

University and to a time when Missouri would af
ford higher education for all of its citizens.
Local alumni urged that the new educational
building be named after Benjamin F. Allen, presi
dent from 1902 to 1918, but it was finally decided
to call it College Hall. The home economics and cafe
teria building was named for Anderson M. Schweich,
a former Columbian who had operated the food serv
ices at Lincoln for several years.

The Rosenwald Foundation made a
$7,500 for strengthening the library
school year of 1929-30. The librarian,
A. Anthony also reported a small gift
by the president of the Board, Charles
resigned in April, 1930, because of the
business matters.

donation of
during the
Miss Lovey
of 15 books
Nagel, who
pressure of

In his efforts to strengthen the school, Presi
dent Young urged passage by the LegiSlature of a
bill which would set the term of Curators at six
years instead of four, with staggered terms to allow
for slower turnover. He also was instrumental in
having the school inspected -by a representative of
the North Central Association for possible approval
as a liberal arts college. Dr. E. B. Stouffer, Dean of
Graduate School at the University of Kansas, recom
mended that in the face of other progress, efforts
should be made to secure stronger faculty members,
and to strengthen the curricula so that a proper
college atmosphere would be more apparent. North
Central Association approval of the teacher training
program was continued. President Young suggested
in a letter to T. B. Watkins, a member of the Board
from Kansas City, that efforts should be continued
to provide the strength necessary for complete North
Central Association approval.

HEN the Board of Curators met in April,
1931, it voted to release President Young.
Dr. Ambrose Caliver, senior specialist in
the U. S. Bureau of Education, was elected
as his successor. Dr. Caliver, however, decided that
"he could render a greater service to the Negl'o
race in the position he held." Professor William B.
Jason was again appointed acting president.

W

William Barrington Jason first came to Lincoln Uni
versity in 1918. He taught mathematics but also served
as a coach. Named thc acting president in 1927, he was
made president in 1928, but preferred the Jess arduous
tasks of the classroom to administration. He later served
as Dean of Students. Dean of InstJ'uction, finally as Vice
President, and again as Acting President (1937-1938) be
fore his forced retirement because of illness. He was per
haps one of the most revered persons ever to serve at
Lincoln.

Meanwhile the choice of Charles W. Florence
had been presented, and Dr. J. D. Elliff, president of
the Board, was sent to interview Mr. Florence, who
was then studying towards the doctorate at Harvard
University. After an invitation was accepted by Flor
ence to visit the campus, the Board approved his
appointment as president for a term of three years.
President Florence was a graduate of the Uni
versity of Pittsburgh where he received both his
bachelors and masters degrees. He had served at
Virginia State College as Professor of Education,
assistant to the president, and dean of the college.
He had completed all work towards the doctorate
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tablished at this time.

tation.
Meanwhile, a change in certification procedures
was forcing two-year graduates from normal pro
grams to return to school, thereby creating a greater
need for summer sessions. At the close of the first
session over which President Florence presided,
there was a reported enrollment of 206 students, the
largest ever.
In the fall there were several new faces on the
campus. Miss Marcia Canty came as head of the
Home Economics Department; Miss Alice Harris
was employed as cafeteria director; Donald A. Ed
wards became acting head of the Physics depart
ment during the sabbatical absence of Albert A.
Kildare; Miss Marguerite Burns came to head the
High School Home Economics Department.

North Central Association Approval

With continued improvement in the academic
training of the faculty, approval was secured in 1934
by the North Central Association of Lincoln Uni
versity as a four-year liberal arts college. The
Founders' Day programs, begun in 1921, were con
tinued. A High School Day, designed to bring out
standing high school seniors to the campus was
instituted under President Florence, as was the High
School Track Meet. The two were later merged
into one. Following a strike in 1933-34, by students
who demanded the establishment of a student coun
cil and a hearing of their grievances. this demand

The Question of Separate But Equal
It was also in this period that Lloyd L. Gaines,
a graduate of the class of 1935, applied for admis
sion to the Law School of the University of Missouri.
FoJlowinsr refusal. a suit was instituted al!:l.inst thp.
Registrar of the Umversity of Missouri seeking such
admission. It was argued and upheld that since pro
vision had been made for Gaines and others to attend
other schools, his rights had not been denied. Up
held. by the State Supreme Court, the case was
finally carried to the U. S. Supreme Court which
ruled in 1938 through Chief Justice Hughes, that
the University of Missouri must admit Gaines or
establish a law school at Lincoln University. Tuit.ion
aid for study outside the state was outlawed.

Dr. Sherman D. Scruggs
The Board voted to discontinue the services of
President Florence as of July 1, 1937, and again
Dean W. B. Jason was appointed as acting president.
By March 4, 1938, the Board had narrowed its search
for a new president to two men, Dr. Harry Blacki
stan, professor of English and German at Stowe
Teachers College in St. Louis, and Dr. Sherman D.
Scruggs, Supervisor of Elementary Schools in Kan
sas City, Kansas. Both men were well-prepared in
their fields. Dr. Blackiston holding the Doctor of

Young Hall, completed in 1930, not only housed the administrative offices aml most of the classrooms and laboratories, but
also the library. This picture was taken about 1936. The space was converted into an office for the President and space for
the offices of the Director of Admissions and Records when the new library was completed in 1950.
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Yhilosophy degree from the UlllVerSJty ot Pennsyi
vania, while Dr. Scruggs held the Doctor of Philoso
phy degree from the University of Kansas. The
Board selected Dr. Scruggs as the new president and
he assumpo his new position on July 1, 1938.
With the arrival of Dr. Scruggs on the campus,
a new era was about to begin at Lincoln. Dr. Elliff
charged that politics was the underlying cause for
the dismissal of President Florence and submitted
his written resignation from the Board of Curators
to the Governor. He charged that under the present
system of playing politics with the school, accredit
ation was threatened, and that he could have no
part of this in good conscience. The North Central
Association, with which Dr. Elliff was active, threa
tened to oust Lincoln if the state did not correct the
matter of political meddling. This action resulted
in a new method of appointing Board members. Each
was to serve a six year term as in other state col
leges qnd universities. with terms staggered in such
a way that turnover was slower. Four of the nine
member Board were to be Negroes. Operation of the
school was to be entirely in the hands of the Board
for broad policies, while the president and faculty
were to operate within these policies.
President Scruggs was formally inaugurated as
president on Founders' Day, January 14, 1939, dur
ing which one of the principal addresses was deliv
ered by Chancellor Ernest H. Lindley of the Uni
versity of Kansas. This was followed by a forum
entitled, "The Negro College and the Social Order,"
with other visiting college presidents participating.

The continuing program of recognition of graduates
of fifty years ago brought together members of the class
of 1908 at Founders' Day ceremonies in January, 1958.
Victor H. Collins and Mrs. Rosetta Bennett Graves were
two Jefferson Citians present. Mr. Collins was formerly
a member of the Board and principal of a local elementary
school. Mrs. Graves was the daughter of one of the
founders for whom Logan Bennett Hall was named in 1938.
Founders' Day ceremonies originated during the admini
stration of President Florence.

Charles W. Florence (1931-1937) succeeded Dr. N. B.
Young to the presidency and reaped the benefit of a new
administration building (College Hall, later renamed
Youn!5 Hall) and a new cafeteria and Home Economics
Buildmg- (Schweich HaJj). He also helped to guide Lin
coln into full accreditation and membership in the North
Central Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.
A strong effort to upgrade faculty was begun by provid
ing sabbatical leaves to work for advanced degrees. When
he departed in 1937, Lincoln had reached its highest point
of academic achievement since its founding.

Meanwhile, with the reversal of the State Su
preme Court's stand on the issue of admittance of
Negroes to the University of Missouri Law School,
the Board set out to establish a law school in connec
tion with Lincoln University. The Board was under
a virtual mandate from the Legislature to establish
such a school, and money was allotted for this pur
pose. The school was established in St. Louis in the
old Poro Building in September, 1939, with W. E.
Taylor, formerly Acting Dean at Howard Univer
sity Law School, serving as the Dean of this division
of Lincoln University. Among the first students to
enroll in the Law School were: Otis Carroll Booth,
Robert Louis Hampton, John Winston Harvey ('38),
Lucille O. Irving ('38), Edward Watson Keene ('38),
1\'1. Olivia Merriwether ('39), James E. Miller ('38),
Vertie Lee Moore, Alvin Rose ('38), and Frank Wea
thers ('37). There were thirty students. The faculty
was composed of Messrs. Daniel Bowles, James C.
Bush, Scovel Richardson, Silas Garner, Myron Bush,
and H. Wilson Gray.
During the summer school session of 1940, a
program leading to the Mastel' of Arts degree was
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F. L. McCluer, President of Westminster College at
Fulton; F. L. Williams, Lecturer in the St. Louis
Public School System; C. C. Hubbard ('96), a prin
cipal of Lincoln High School, Sedalia; Dr. J. Edward
Perry, physician from Kansas City; Cliff G.
Scruggs, Jefferson City business man; W. W. Fry,
an attorney from Mexico; H. I. Mimmelberger, of
Cape Girardeau; M. A. Lewis, of Hannibal; B. F.
Boyer, of Kansas City and Mrs. Ethel Bowles, of
St. Louis. Perry, Hubbard, Williams, Boyers and
Bowles were Negroes.

URING the year 1940, a Civil Pilots Train
; ] ) ing Program was instituted at Lincoln Uni
versity, under the direction of G. Robert
Cotton, Head of the Department of Mechani
cal Arts, with Mr. C. M. Ashe and Mr. Erskine Ro
berts as flight instructors. Nine of the first ten
who enrolled received their pilots license at the end
of the first year. This course was developed in sev
eral colleges as a feeder to the stepped up federal
plans for feeding army aviation schools, resulting
from the war fever then developing in Europe.
Among the first students to enroll in the program
were Wendell Pruitt and Richard Pullam, both of
whom distinguished themselves in World War II
as pilots.
The presidency of Dr. Sherman D. Scruggs (1938
1956) saw Lincoln freed from political influences and her
prestige enhanced by a growing number of graduates in
graduale schools and positions of importance. A School
of Journalism and a School of Law were added, along with
a graduate program offering the masters degree in edu
cation. Illness forced his retirement at the beginning of
the greater challenge-integration.

begun. This work was placed under the supervision
of a Graduate Council, with Dean W. B. Jason, chair
man, Dr. R. Clyde Minor, secretary, and Dr. Sidney
J. Reedy, Dr. H. F. Lee, Dr. W. Sherman Savage,
Dr. B. T. McGraw, Mr. S. F. Collins, and Mr. Cecil
A. Blue, as members. First students to enroll in
this program were Misses Mildred Allen ('39),
Queenabelle Walton, Marjorie Beck and Clotine Sloan
('38), and Messrs. Joseph King, Herbert Kitchen
('39), and Thomas Meeks ('40).

The new journalism building was ready for oc
cupancy in February, 1942. This curriculum was
given priority following the application of Miss Lu
cille Bluford in 1940 for entrance into the University
School of Journalism. With the U. S. Supreme Court
decision requiring that either desired courses be of
fered at Lincoln for those students wanting such
courses be admitted to the state university, the
Board of Curators of the Columbia institution

Three-Quarters of a Century
1941 was Lincoln's year to celebrate seventy
five years of existence, and Dr. N. P. Barksdale ('17)
was the general chairman of the committee ap
pointed to plan the celebration. The committee set
out to bring to the campus a number of notable
persons, and to make this celebration a really big
affair. The school annual, revived in 1936 after a
four year absence, and renamed in 1938 The Ar
chives, was specially planned to carry out the spirit
of the 75th anniversary.
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These students of 1938 weal' the "freshman garb" re
quired of all freshmen at that time. Men were required
to dress shabbily while women wore mismatched hose ann
shoes, with signs calling the attention of all students that
they were "lowly" freshmen.

· During the Second World War, Lincoln was active in many areas of service to the war effort. A program for training tech
nIcians to aid war production enabled many young men, such as those pictured above, to secure jobs benefitting national de
fense. At the beginning of the Second World War a program of Civil Pilot Training was begun as an aid to the war effort.
Below, students receive instruction at the Jefferson City airport. Some of these young men went on to distinguish themselves
Il1 the service of their country. Wendell Pruitt ('41l, later memorialized by a housing project in his native St. Louis, and a
winner of many distinctions in the European theatre, was a product of this program.
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ure to prevent the entrance of Miss Bluford.
Mr~. Thelma Berlack Boozer headed the new
Journalism School, with Elliott J. Barnett, and
Rashey B. Moten, Jr., on the faculty. Among the
first students to enroll in this course were Clarence
M. Long, Miss Wallulah Ockleberry, and John R.
Williams, Jr. To insure the maintenance of stand
ards, Dr. Kenneth Olson of the Medill School of Jour
nalism at Northwestern University was engaged as
a part-time consultant.

The University Bible Class, organized at the instiga
tion of Dr. Scruggs in 1940, made the final payment on a
system of chimes, located in the Memorial Hall Tower, in
1952. As Columbus Floyd, the treasurer, signs the check,
he is being watched by Benjamin Dennis, Mary Whitfield,
Roland Wyatt, Ruth Huclgeon, Nancy Molden, LaVon
Woodson. LaMar Wilson, Mary Farris and Li]]ian Gines,
Richard D. Massey, the sponsor, is seated with Mr. Floyd,

DEFENSE COUNCIL was organized on
campus charged with the responsibility of
planning courses which would directly con
tribute to the demand for skilled workers in
the war effort. Courses in foods, first aid, secretar
ial training, and machine shop were added to the
curriculum in 1942.
Meanwhile, the Law School turned out its first
students. They were Miss Dorothy Freemen, Aguin
aldo Lenoir and Miss Betty Stuart. Among former

Headliner Week, established in 1949, is but one of many ambitious programs carried on by Lincoln's joul'l1allsm depart
ment which was initiated during President SCl'ugg's ~enUl'e. Headliner W(,'ek brings many budding high scllo01 journalists to the
campus where they receive instruction about yearbooks and school papers. This group reflected in 1960 the new integratioll
policy of the school. On the back row (left) is Mrs. Phyllis Wills, and Lee S. Cole, journalism teachers. Dr. A. S, Pride, depart
ment chairman, is on the front row, second from right.
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stuaents Hum tne JellerSOn c,n;y campus 111 aLLeuu
ance were: Frank Weathers ('37), John Harvey
('38), and Joseph McDuffie ('38).
Expansion of the Building Program
There was now an aura of expansion hovering
over the campus. With accreditation and the im
provement in academic standards which followed
the freeing of the school from politics, student en
rollment increased. In 1936, Benjamin F. Allen Hall
was occupied as a dormitory for men. In 1938, Logan
Bennett Hall became the dormitory for junior and
senior women. In 1940, Libby C. Anthony Hall was
occllpied by freshman and sophomore young ladies.
John W. Damel Hall was completed in 1937, designed
to accommodate the Mechanic Arts Department and
the Department of Agriculture. Printing was added
to the curriculum in 1939. Efforts had already begun
to seCll.re funds for the building of a library, and
. P. Barksdale, as chairman of the library com
mittee, had submitted a proposed blue print for such
a building as early as 1940, but all plans were de
layed during the war. Funds were not ,nade avail
able for the construction of Inman E. Page Library
until 1947. The building was occupied in the spring
of 1950, the first complete library building in the
history of Lincoln University. Meanwhile, Irving C.
Tull Hall was constructed as a dormitory for men.
To take care of the surging enrollment which
started near the end of the war, barracks-type build
ings were secured from Army Surplus, and these
dotted the lower West campus. One of these build
ings was designated as a Recreation Building, and
later was removed to make way for the new gym
nasium.

Lincoln has long followed a policy of inviting out
standing personalities to the campus. President Harry
S. Truman visited Lincoln in ;1954, making perhaps the
only visit to the campus of a U. S. President in the school's
history.

In October, 1946, President Scruggs appointed
a committee to study the question of appraisal and
evaluation of faculty members. It was the Presi
dent's belief that better teachers should be rewarded
with higher salaries than those with poorer per
formance records. N. P. Barksdale was appointed
chairman of this committee, with Daniel W. Bowles,
Cyrus B. Taylor, and Dr. H. F. Lee as members. This
report was presented to the faculty in March, 1950,
but was returned to the committee. The illness of
Dr. Barksdale forced him to relinquish the chairman
ship of the committee. Dr. Lee was appointed to
succeed him, and submitted a completed report in
1952.

The Board of curators in 1946 reflected a concern that
Lincoln U. would be governed by some of the best minds
available, and that politics would have no part in the
school's administration. Members shown are (left to
right): Dr. Sherman D. Scruggs, University President;
Dr. Harry S. Blakiston of St. Louis; Dr. A. W. Craddock
of St. Louis; Cliff G. Scruggs of Jefferson City; Dr. J.
Edward Perry of Kansas City; Christopher C. Hubbard of
Sedalia; Dr. J. D. Elliff of Columbia; John W. Evans of
St. Louis; H. Byron Masterson of Kennett; and G. Cletus
Burchette, faculty member and secretary to the Board.

President Scruggs and the faculty believed that
students should be exposed to as many outstanding
personalities as possible. A number of outstanding
persons were invited to present programs on the
campus through the Lecture-Recital Series of pro
grams. Among the many who presented outstand
ing programs was Louis Untermeyer, the famous
poet, on April 6, 1956.
Benton and Masterson Honored
The faculty recommended, on September 27,
1956, following the report of a committee appointed
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John W. Darnel Hall, above, was constructed in 1937, and houses mechanic arts, agriculture, and the office of the Superin
tendent of Buildings and Grounds. Dame] came to Lincoln before the turn of the century and served for a short period of acting
president. Libby C.•\nthony Hall, below, was completed in 1940 and has served as a dormitory for freshman and sophomore
young women since that time.

~6

inman E. Page Library, completed in 1950, will accommodate 120,000 volumes, and will seal approximately 450 students.
It is the first library building- to be devoted completely to library services in the history of Lincoln. It occupies space formerly
occupied by Yates Hall.

Irving C. Tull Hall was dedicated in 1953 as a residence for young men. It is named for the late business manager and
former mathematics teacher who died in 1939.
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Shortly after the dedication of Irving C. Tu1l Ha1l, in 1951, this picture was taken from a point on the University Farm.
The house in the forefront was located on the Michaels' farm, property which the University plans to acquire for further ex
pansion.

The Home Management House where senior students
in home economics received practical instruction in their
field was the last campus structure built mainly by stu
dents in the Mechanic Art classes. It was first used in
1940 and is still in use today.

The President's home was constructed in 1892 from
an appropriation of $1,000. It has undergone several
changes since that time and is presently scheduled for
destruction to make way for a new science building.

to study the question, that honorary degrees be be
stowed upon outstanding persons who came to the
campus or who performed outstandingly on behalf
of the University. This action resulted in the con
ferring of the degree of Doctor of Education upon
H. Byron Masterson, President of the Board of Cur
ators, and the degree of Doctor of Letters upon
Thomas Hart Benton, of Kansas City. Benton had
painted and donated to the school a mural depicting
the development of the University from the battle
fields of the Civil War to the present time.

A Broader Base for Service

-

OLLOWING the Supreme Court Decision
of 1954, which declared that segregated
schools were unequal, therefore unconstitu
tional, Lincoln's Board of Curators an
nounced that all persons, regardless of race or creed
would be accommodated at the beginning of the
summer session. This move not only provided a
convenient program of higher education for persons
in Jefferson City and surrounding communities, but
also enabled the administration to seek the best

J

qualified teachers available. As early as 1950, a
white person had been employed as a teacher in the
School of Journalism, in the person of Lee S. Cole.
Another factor which entered the picture at this
time was whether it was necessary to operate the
Schools of Law and Journalism. It was decided that
the School of Law would cease operation in June,
1955, while the School of Journalism would become
a department rather than school. Students who had
not completed their work in the Law School were
given the opportunity of completing their work at
the University of Missouri Law School.
A graduate in the class of 1950, Gus Tolver
Ridgel, a native of Poplar Bluff, made immediate ap
plication for entrance into the graduate school at
the University of Missouri, and when refused, filed
a suit in Circuit Court. Judge Sam C. Blair ruled
that since comparable graduate work was not of
fered at Lincoln, he would have to be admitted to the
University at Columbia. Ridgel had graduated
summa cum laude, and received his M. A. degree in
economics from the University of Missouri in one
year. He entered the University of Wisconsin and
later won the Doctor of Philosophy degree from that
institution. This action paved the way for others to
enter the University in Columbia, and several took
advantage of the opportunity. Thus, in 1954. in the

The seventeen men and one woman in this picture made up the University Long-Range Planning Committee during the lat
ter 1950's. Going around the table from the left, they are: C. C. Darnel, Director of Admissions and Records; Mrs. Marcia
Canty Hammons, Department of Home Economics; Dr. R. Clyde Minor. head of the sociology department; Dr. James H. Seeney,
head of the education department; Albert P. Marshall, University Librarian; Winfred A. Hamilton, Business Manager; Dr. Uce
cD S. Maxwell, head of the chemjstry department; Dr. A. Scott Pride, head of the journalism department; Dr. Lorenzo J. Greene,
Professor of history; Dr. O. Anrlerson Fuller. head of the music department; Dr. Charles M. Hoard, Dean of Students; James D.
Parks, head of the art department; Dr. James N. Freeman, head of the agriculture d¢partment; Mr. T. Charles McKinney, as
sistant professor of economks; Dr. Cyrus B. Taylor, head of the mechanic arts department; Dr. Miltoh G. Hardiman, head of
the foreign language department; Dr. Oscar J. Chapman, Dean of Instruction; and Dr. Earl E. Dawson, University President.
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tors of the University of Miss'oud ruled. th;t-~il
areas of the University would be open to all quali
fied students.

Higher Standards of Excellence

2

DRING the latter 1940's the faculty became
increasingly concerned with student cheat
ing on the campus. At a meeting of the fa
culty on September 27, 1946, Mrs. Hazel M.
Teabeau, of the English Department, recommended
that some type of honor system be started. This
concern for student behavior and student scholarship
was the continuing concern of the faculty through
out the next two decades, and resulted in the estab
lishment.of two honor societies on the campus. Beta
Kappa Chi Honorary Scientific Society, Epsilon
Chapter, was established by vote of the faculty in
January, 1944, to encourage students in the sciences
to seek excellence. Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society,
Alpha Gamma Chapter, was established in June,
1950, encouraging high scholarship generally. The
cumulative average for students to be admitted to
these are 3.000 in Beta Kappa Chi and 3.200 in
Alpha Kappa Mu. In the latter, the student must
have earned 75 hours, while in the former he must
have become a junior or senior with 30 hours in one
of the sciences. Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, a national
and professional music fraternity, established on the
campus in 1953, is open to selected students of
music, while Delta Mu Delta National Honor Society,
Kappa Chapter, recognizes students who major in
economics or business administration, who have com
pleted at least half their work, and who have main
tained a cumulative average of not less than 3.200.
Scabbard and Blade, national military honor society,
restricts its membership to cadet commissioned of
ficers. It was established on the campus in 1955.
In the 1950's, there was a general let down on
the part of students, and many persons were con
cerned about the lack of school spirit. One of these
pel'sons was Mrs. Consuelo C. Young, an Assistant
Professor in the Department of Journalism. She was
instrumental in organizing the Greater Lincoln Uni
versity Committee, which during its existence, was
able to coordinate the efforts of some of the more
wide-awake students in calling attention to the heri
tage of Lincoln. A Coffee Shop was opened under
the auspices of this committee, and a new Student
Handbook was published. Scholarship was empha
sizzed with a cup to go to the dormitory having the
highest collective scholarship. During the 1954-55
school year, this committee presented a check for
$100 toward the planned Student Union Building.
Among the early leaders of this group were William
Calhoun ('54), Ernestine Cofield ('53), George En
low ('55), Alicia Hastings ('55), Robert Patterson
('55), Robert E. Greene ('55), John Ferguson ('55),
Robert McCurdy ('5), Claude Guinn III ('57),
Doretha I-Iarris ('55), Christian Bishop ('56), Pear
line Foster ('54), Gerlena Reed ('57), La Von Wood
son ('55), Esau Taylor ('56), and Charles Thomas
('56) .

An instructor checks on the progress of a sturlent on
the linotype machine in the Printing Department, a part
of the general offerings in the Mechanic Arts Department.
The school catalog, special programs, and practically all
stationery is printed here with the aid of students.

The Greater Lincoln University News was a
kind of predecessor to the Alumni Bulletin, carrying
news of alumn.i as well as students.
Emollment in 1954, just before the advent of
non-Negro students on the campus, was 776. De
mands for evening courses developed along with an
expected increase in day students. The Dean re
ported in Dcember, 1957, that enrollment in evening
courses was well over 200, with an expected enroll
ment the second semester of over 250. By 1959,
total enrollment had reached 1,487, and 1,652 by
1965.
In 1950, military training was reestablished on
the campus. Since Lincoln was a Land-Grant insti
tution, it was requested by the Depm-tment of De
fense to institute such courses to train young college
men for officers in the Army. Since able-bodied
young men finished college with military life ahead
of them, this program provided an opportunity for

them to enter military service with the rank of Sec
ond Lieutenant, following a post-graduate period of
training at a military base. Some of the young men
who completed this training while in college have
elected the Army as a career and have made rapid
advancements. Others have served the minimum
time and have l.'etul'ned to reserve status.

UST at the time the U.S. Supreme Court de
cision requiring integration of schools was
handed down, President Scruggs went to
Europe, leaving the operation of the school
in the hands of the members of the Administrative
Council. He had been invited to tour Eastern Europe
by San Francisco State College as a part of a pro
gram to promote good will for the United States.
The Administrative Council elected Dean Earl E.
Dawson to act for the Council in such matters as
might come up from day to day to prevent continu
ous meetings of the group. With integration pro-

J

ceeding, and while awaiting the return to the campus
of Pre~ident Scruggs, word was receiv~d from Lon
don that he had suffered a stroke. Faced with the
administration of their own areas, the Council rec
ommended to the Board that Dean Dawson continue
to function as the University Administrative officer
until President Scruggs was able to return.
When President Scruggs did return, it was im
mediately apparent that he would not be able to
function as usual, for paralysis had affected his
vocal cords to the extent that he had difficulty ex
pressing himself. The Board granted him a leave of
absence, during which time he sought expert help in
the effort to recover. Eventually he did return to
the campus in 1955, but his affliction was still so
apparent that he finally had to give up the presi
dency. The Board of Curators had no choice but
to name a successor, and selected Dean Earl E.
Dawson in September, 1956.
Dr. Dawson had come to Lincoln University
with extensive experience as dean, registrar, busi
ness manager, and president. He received his Doctor
of Philosophy Degree from the University of Kan-

Students of the Military Science Department elected to Scabbard and Blade, an honorary military fraternity, posed for
this picture in 1961. From left to right, kneeling, are: Cadet Major Lawrence Hurst, Qadet First Lieutenant Charles O. Will
iams, Cadet First Lieutenant Richard G. Gruner, Cadet First Lieutenant KelUJeth R. Werner, and Cadet Second Lieutenant Rich
ard Murphy; (standing) Cadet Captain William M. Washington, Cadet First Lieutenant Roosevelt Scott. Cadet Second Lieuten
ant Willie C. McCombs, Cadet Captain Michael M. Brettschneider, Cadet First Lieutenant Birdge Givens, and Cadet Colonel Ed
ward Rankin. Following graduation each of these men were commissioned second lieutenants in the Army.
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Lincoln's athletic department offers a wide range of sports activities for students. Dwight Reed, who came to Lincoln as
football coach in 1949, is shown here outlining strategy to two of his stalwarts of the '62 team, assisted by assistant coach Don
ald Hudson. The students are Eugene Jenkins on the left and Sam Duncan.

When Lincoln's doors were opened to
all students, white athletes were reluct
ant to join the different sports activities.
One of the first to do so was Lewis
Vetter (right) shown here with Carl Lee,
in 1959.
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Never emphasizing strenuous sports
for young women, the two young ladies
with bow and arrow illustrate the kind
of minor sports for young women which
have been a part of the curriculum for
many years. In the background are the
tops of houses in a new development
started in 1957 on Lafayette Street.

Acrobatics has always been encouraged at Lincoln, and this picture shows the team in 196 . From left to right (first row)
are: Herman Adams, Kenneth Carter, Guy Marbury, Carl Lee; (second row) Earl Peters, Steve Harding, Carl Fowler, Ronald
Powell, Herman Gant; (third row) Coaches Donald Hudson, Dwight Reed and Dr. John C. Mitchem.
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served as Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
replacing Dean Jason, who was elevated to the posi
tion of Vice-President.
Immediately upon assumption of the office of
President, Dawson outlined a plan for continuous
growth of the ·University. He sought the help of
faculty, students and alumni, and encouraged the
establishment of an Alumni Bulletin as a public
relations media for carrying news of the University
to alumni, and publicizing the work of alumni. He
went on record as favoring increases in salaries for
faculty members, and for providing such fringe ben
efits as other institutions had long provided, such as
retirement, life and hospital insurance programs.
Dr. Walter R. Talbot, Professor of Mathematics since
1934, was made Acting Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, but was later replaced by Dr. Oscar J.
Chapman, a man of considerable experience in col
lege administration.
Founders' Day, 1957, was a double celebration.
The last section of the Clement Richardson Audi
torium and Fine Arts Center had been completed.
Among those who came to the campus for this
event was former President, Dr. Sherman D.
Scruggs.
On October 14, 1958, a five-member committee
from the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education visited the campus for three days
to determine Lincoln's readiness for accreditation by
that group of the teacher education program. The
committee recommended accreditation at that time,
but made several suggestions to bring the program

Mrs. Mary L. Allen, wife of President B. F. Allen,
served as a member of the library staff until her retire
ment in 1957. She previously taught Latin anel English
while her husband was president. Their daughter, Ruth
Allen. still works as a member of the University staff.
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included the handling of practice teaching assign
ments, the acquisition of additional teaching ma
terials, and the raising of minimum standan-ls for
those entering the teaching profession.

wo problems faced the administration and
the
in the school year, 1958-1959.
: ; One faculty
was the problem of parking on campus,
growing out of the large number of commut
ing students and campus students owning cars. This
worked a hardship on the faculty members and ad
ministrative staff. A committee was appointed to
make proposals for handling this problem, with Lu
ther W. Hatcher as chairman. This committee re
ported in January, 1960, and its plan was finally put
into effect in the 1960-1961 school year. The other
problem involved participation by Lincoln University
in the National Defense Education Act of 1958. This
act provided matching funds for loans to students
at an attractive rate of interest, repayable in eleven
years following graduation. Though the faculty had
been instrumental in starting a Student Loan Fund
in the latter 1930's and early 1940's, this fund never
reached large enough proportions to be effective.
After some investigation by a faculty committee,
Lincoln University began participating in this fund.
The Supreme Court Decision of 1954 triggered
a rapid increase in demands by Negroes over the
United States for fuller participation in American
life. This movement, which caught the imagination
of students all over the country, soon found its way
into the student body at Lincoln University. When a
petition by students to form a chapter of. the Na
tional Association for the Advancement of Colored
People met favorable reaction, one of the first tar
gets was the restaurants of Jefferson City. Follow
ing a meeting between representatives of the cam
pus chapter of NAACP and the officers of the Res
taurant Association, a plan was agreed upon for the
integration of all such places. The Missouri Hotel
opened its doors to all persons in 1955 without or
ganized pressure, but othel' such businesses had
failed to follow this practice. Under the leadership
of Ralph George ('62), this phase of the integration
process was carried out effectively. The next target
was the bowling alleys, since hotels had adopted a
policy of integration along with the restaurants.
When a group of students representing the NAACP
became belligerent and insubordinate toward some
faculty and administrative officers, President Daw
son asked the Student Council to appoint a commit
tee to represent the student body in the negotiations
with the bowling alley proprietors. Mter two meet
ings, held in the Board Room, the proprietors agreed
to integrate their facilities. The Chail'man of the
committee, Ronald Copes, handled the negotiations
so well that the student body honored him by elect
ing him to the presidency of the Student Govern
ment AssocLation the following year.
The administration recognized that unforeseen
problems and adjustments faced the University fol
lowing 1954. Development of new courses, changes

During the presidency of Dr. Earl E. Dawsoll, who took office in 1956, Lincoln llas
seen its greatest growth in terms of numbers. The enrollment for 1965-1966 was ap
proximately 1,950 for each of the two semesters. An expanding physical campus along
with an expanding curriculum brought new problems to match the new era. As an
institution serving all students who wish to enroll, the vision of the founders that Lin
cobl was not to be designated as a Negro school but simply one to which the Nep;ro
students could go, became a reality after 100 years.
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The late Dr. Charles E. Dickinson is shown instructing a class in flower arrangement in the greenhouse at the Chestnut
Street farm. This picture was made in the latter 1950's.

The Newman Club took on new life after 1954. Prior to that time there had been established a Wesley Foundation for
Methodist students, a Richard Allen Fellowshjp for African Methodist students, and a Baptist Student Union. This picture was
taken in Page Library in 1961.

in policies and objectives, and physical development
were some of the problems confronting the faculty
and administration. By 1962, the Board of Curators
felt that it was time for the faculty to assist in the
reorganization process and requested that it con
sider such problems as organization of the adminis
trative staff, realignment of the curricula, and the
reconsideration of the purposes and philosophy of
the institution. These studies have been in process
since that time, with, prospects for completion for a
major portion of them by 1966. Meanwhile, the ad
ministration was notified by the North Central As
sociation that a reevaluation would be made during
the Spl'ing of 1967. A special committee was estab
lished under the leadership of Dr. James H. Seeney,
Head of the Department of Education, to make a
study of all aspects of the instructional program and
to make recommendations for improvement.
At the 1965 commencement, a new .program
which tecognized the accomplishments of alumni,
was inaugurated. A committee composed of stu
dents, faculty and alumni will select each year from
nominations a maximum of three persons to receive
citations who have made outstanding contributions
to their pl'ofessions, to the institution, and to their
communities. This' new veriltire emphasizes the co
operation between the University and the Alumni
Association, and is destined to make Lincoln an even
better institution in its second century. Those hon-

A parade of outstanding persons to Lincoln's cam
pus has become traditional. Here Dr. Earl E. Daw
son is shown helping U. S. Senator Stuart Syming
ton adjust his academic gown in 1957, when the
Senator appeared as guest commencement speaker.

The Student Government Association hosted Mrs. Leonor K. Sullivan (center), Congresswoman from the fourth
Missouri District, at its centennial banquet in April, 1966. From left to right are: Turhan Brown, newly elected
vice-president; Kay Kelley, Maid of Honor; Mrs. Sullivan; Mary M. Jobe, Maid of Honor; Robert Newton, president
elect; and Dr. Earl E. Dawson, University President.
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The group of alumni, above, gathered after the annual dinner in July, 1960, in the back of the cafeteria in Schweich Hall.
The oldest member present was Mr. William T. Spencer (standing near center) of the class of 1899. Members came from Vir
ginia, Ohio, Louisiana.' and Kentucky, as well as from Missouri.

A revived interest on the part of Alumni in Lincoln University came about in 1956 and 1957 when Carl Hardiman ('54)
was elected president of the organization. Seated in the picture, with the J. D. Parks painting of four Lincoln University pres
idents in the background are: Albert P. Marshall ('38), librarian and editor of the BUlletin; Dr. Earl E. Dawson, University
President; Mr. Hardiman; Mrs. Marguerite S. Taylor ('54), secretary; (standing) Elmore W. Nelson, Sr. ('47), Vice-President
of the Association; Chester Anderson (non-alumnus) and A. Leedy Campbell ('38), President of the Kansas City Alumni Chap
ter, a member of the Executive Committee of the Association.
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The R. O. T. C. float in the Homecoming Parade of 1965 featured a replica of the special centennial design. On the float
is Miss R. O. T. C. (Miss Sylvia Palmer '66) flanked by her two Maids-of-Honor, Miss Merriel Pruitt ('66) on the left, and
Miss Jeanette Robinson ('65).
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un::u WlLn we rHumm Acmevement Award at tne
June commencement in 1965 were Dr. Lionel Hodge
Newsom \,38), president of Barber-Scotia College,
Concord, North Carolina; Dr. Gus Tolver Ridgel
('50), Head of the Department of Economics and
Business at Kentucky State College at Frankfort;
and Albert Prince Marshall ('38), Librarian and
Alumni Secretary at Lincoln University.
Throughout the first century of Lincoln's exist
ence the philosophy of the founders has been upper
most in the minds of those who have labored and
studied here. Over 5,000 students have received
their degrees and have gone to many parts of the
country to contribute the benefits of their training.
When the major need was for teaching, Lincoln
graduates provided the elementary and secondary
training necessary to stimulate Negro youth of the
state. During the early years Lincoln graduates
served in every major city and town, providing a
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mOtivatIOn and an opportul1lty to l\1egro YOUth. in
later years, as opportunities broadened, Lincoln
graduates entered professional fields in larger num
bers, and have served in almost every field. There
are meteorologists, editors, physicians and surgeons,
chemists, biologists, business men, govemment ca
reer employees, lawyers, college professors and ad
ministrators, just to name a few. In recent years
there has been a regular flow of foreign students
who are returning to their countries to help provide
the basic leadership necessary for striving nations.
A cursory examination of the backgrounds of these
former students shows that the philosophy of "La
borare and Studere" was, and still is a .good one.
Lincoln University is now projecting itself into
the future with a continuously changing curriculum
which will prepare young people to play even larger
roles in the expanding desires of an expanding
nation.

